We present a framework for building agents that lea rn using SMART, a system that combines stochastic model acquisition with reinforcement lea rning to enable an agent to model its environment through experience and subsequently for m action selection policies using the acquired model. We extend an existing algorithm for automati c creation of stochastic strips operators (Oates et. al 1995) as a preliminary method of environment modelling. We then define the process of generation of future states using these operators a nd an initial state and finally show the process by which the agent can use the generated states to for m a policy with a standard reinforcement learning algorithm. The potential of SMART is exem plified using the well-known predator prey scenario. Results of applying SMART to this environ ment and directions for future work are discussed.
Introduction
Reinforcement learning has been shown to be a power ful tool in the automatic formation of action policies for agents (Kaelbling et. al. 1996) . There are two main approaches: Value learning (V-Learning) which assig ns a value to each state in the system and Q-Learning, w hich assigns a value to each state action pair (Sutton a nd Barto 1998). V-learning assigns state values by propagating back rewards received in future states after taking an action according to a policy. V-learning is limited in application because it requires a model of the world in order t o predict which state will occur after each action.
Q-Learning is more widely applicable because it assigns rewards t o a state action pair. The agent is therefore not requi red to predict the future state and does not require a mod el. Often it is impossible for the designer of an agent to pr ovide a model of the environment. Even if the environment h as been designed in software, the transition from stat e to state may be impossible for the designer to predict due t o factors such as the action of other agents.
In this paper we investigate "stochastic model acqu isition". We define this to be any system which enables an agent to acquire a model of its environment from the environ ment. To be more precise we are modelling the agent's perception of the environment because this is all t he information which it has access to. Initially the a gent has knowledge of the actions it can perform, but not th e effects, and has a percepive function that maps a world state to a set of percep variables. The agent's task is to discover which variables are effected by its action s, the conditions under which these effects will occur, an d an associated probability. Using this model the agent can develop an action policy to achieve a goal using reinforcement learning. Similar work on modelling i n deterministic environments has been called "discove ry" (Shen 1993) and "constructivist AI" (Drescher 1991 ).
A well-studied model based reinforcement learning architecture is Dyna-Q (Sutton & Barto 1998). The algorithm suffers from the disadvantage that it rel ies on statistical measures of entire state transitions ra ther than state variable transitions. These require multiple visits to each state in a stochastic environment before an ac curate model can be built. As the number of states increas es exponentially with the number of state variables in the system, the method quickly becomes impractical.
Our approach is motivated by a number of observatio ns:
1. V-learning reduces the state space for the reward function as compared to Q-learning by an order of magnitude;
2. Construction of a model allows us to make predictio ns about state action pairs that have previously not b een visited; 3. Learning in the model, rather than through environment interaction can reduce the learning tim e of reinforcement learning algorithms.
4. Changes in the agents goals (reward function) resul t in re-learning a state-value map from the model, rathe r than re-learning in the environment. A new policy c an therefore be formed with no environment interaction .
Several methods have been evaluated for representin g a stochastic environment using a factored state model (Boutilier et. al. 1999) . The most compact represen tation is identified as the use of probabilistic STRIPS opera tors (Hanks 1990 ). Other methods they describe are gener ally based on two-tier Bayesian networks. These require exponentially large storage for the probability mat rix as the number of state variables increases, unless the structure of variable dependencies is known. This structure c an be learned but is a research area in itself. The MSDD algorithm (Oates et. al. 1995) has been shown to be an effective method of learning stochastic STRIPS oper ators and will therefore be used in this work.
Having generated a set of stochastic STRIPS operato rs, the next stage is to generate expected world states usi ng these STRIPS operators. Finally we use a standard reinforcement learning algorithm to create a value map and therefore an action policy for the agent. This resu lts in a fully functional agent mind, generated with no huma n intervention.
Motivating Example
The broad motivation for this research is towards automatic action selection mechanisms for robotics, software agent and computer game applications. For the purposes of this extended abstract we have selected the well known predator prey scenario, which is a very simple example of an agent which has a limited number of a ctions and a restricted perceptual system.
Figure 1 : Simple predator prey scenario. F indicates the predator (fox) and R the prey (rabbit).
We will be using a simple predator prey scenario (F igure 1). There is a four by four grid surrounded by a "w all". There is one predator and one prey. The predator will be assumed to have caught the prey when it lands on th e same square. In this instance the prey will simply selec t a random action. Both predator and prey have four act ions: move north, east, south and west. An action has the effect of moving the agent one square in the selected dire ction, unless there is a wall, in which instance there is no effect. The predator and prey move in alternate turns. The agent's percep gives the contents of the four squares aroun d it and the square it is on. Each square can be in one of t hree states: empty, wall or agent. For example a predato r agent which is situated in the north west corner of the g rid with a prey to the east would have the percep <WALL, AGENT, EMPTY, WALL, EMPTY> corresponding to the squares to the north, east, south, west and under respectively, as shown in figure 2.
Framework
The stages of the agent system are as follows: stoc hastic model acquisition, state generation and policy gene ration.
Stochastic Model Acquisition

Stochastic STRIPS operators
The STRIPS planning operator representation has, fo r each action, a set of preconditions, an "add" list, and a "delete" list (Fikes and Nilsson 1971) . The STRIPS planner w as designed for deterministic environments, with the assumption that actions taken in a state matching t he operator's preconditions would consistently result in the state changes indicated by the operators add and de lete lists. In a non-deterministic environment a less re strictive view is taken, allowing actions to be attempted in any state. The effects of the action then depend on the state in which it was taken and are influenced by some prope rties external to the agents perception which appear rand om from the agent's perspective.
We follow the format for stochastic STRIPS operator s used by Oates & Cohen (Oates and Cohen 1996) . A stochastic STRIPS operator takes the form:
where a specifies an action, c specifies a context, e the effects and p the probability. If the agent is in a state matching the context c, and takes the action a, then the agent will observe a state matching the effects e with probability p.
Contexts and effects of operators are specified as a list of tokens representing the percep and the action of the agent in the order described in section 2, with the addition of a wildcard symbol (*) denoting irrelevance, which mat ches any token.
As an example of the use of wildcards, consider the following operator: This operator specifies that if the agent chooses t o move north and the contents of the square to the north i s detected as WALL then the contents of the square to the nort h of the agent on the next time step will still be a wal l, with probability 1.0. The wildcards specify that this co ndition is irrelevant of anything else that the agent observes 1 . The percep order is as specified in section 2.
Learning STRIPS operators
We have chosen to use Multi-Stream Dependency Detection (MSDD) (Oats et. al. 1995) to learn the S TRIPS operators in this context. Although inductive logic programming (ILP) (Muggleton 2000) is powerful in i ts domain area of learning predicate logic rules, it i s still an open research area to generate reliable stochastic logic rules with the system. MACCENT is another inductive logic system specifically designed for learning sto chastic rules (Dehaspe 1997), but is not well suited to lar ge rule sets. MSDD has been chosen for its suitability to d eal with the domain area, and has previously been shown to b e able to generate stochastic STRIPS operators from data ( Oates and Cohen 1996).
MSDD
Formal statements of both the MSDD algorithm and it s node expansion routine are given in the algorithms below. MSDD is a batch algorithm and uses H, the precep data observed by the agent in the preconditions-effects format shown in section 3.1.1. The function f evaluates the best node to expand next and typically counts the cooccurrence of the node's preconditions and effects. This requires a complete pass over the data set H.
MSDD (H, f, maxnodes)
1. expanded = 0 2. nodes = ROOT-NODE() 3. while NOT-EMPTY(nodes) and expanded < maxnodes do a. remove from nodes the node n maximising f (H,n) b. EXPAND(n), adding its children to nodes c . increment expanded by the number of children generated in (b)
iii. push child onto children 2. repeat (1) for the effects of n 3. return children 1 Note that the agent's percep does not include the agent itself.
This algorithm does not specify which children shou ld be generated before others, but does ensure that each dependency is explored only once, and facilitates p runing of the search. For example, all descendants of the node <*, (WALL * * * *), (WALL * * * *)> can be pruned because there is no need to explore r ules with a wildcard in the action position, and all des cendants of this node will be expanded from the rightmost wi ldcard resulting in children with no action.
We have made two changes to standard MSDD. The firs t is in EXPAND (b.iii). We check that the generated child matches at least one observation in the database be fore adding it to children. For example, MSDD can genera te the rule <*, (WALL WALL WALL * *), (* * * * *)> , but in our environment the agent can only observe a maximum of two walls (when it is positioned in the corner of the m ap). A check against the data set will reveal that the gen erated rule has no matches and can be eliminated from the node list, along with it's children as a consequence. Th is prevents the generation of a large number of incorr ect rules, which would have been eliminated in the "fil ter" stage of MSDD.
The second change is that the effect part of the ru le is only allowed to have one non-wildcard element. We have m ade this change because a very large number of rules ar e generated by standard MSDD. Combining individual ef fect fluents can generate complete successor states. Thi s has the disadvantage that illegal states can be created , such as <WALL WALL WALL * *> . These can, however, be eliminated using constraints (section 3.3).
Filter
The second stage of MSDD is the "filter" process, w hich removes specific rules already covered by more gene ral ones. For example, <C1 C 2 * * * > is a more specific version of <C1 * * * *> . If the condition C2 has no significant effect on the probability of the rule then it is unnecessa ry. For example, MSDD could generate two rules as follows:
Both of these rules tell us that, if the agent move s north and there was a wall to the east, it will observe a wall to the east on the next move. The extra information th at there was a wall to the north does not affect the agent's subsequent observation. More general operators are preferred because a reduced number of rules can cov er the same information. For operators which do not have a probability of 1 we are testing, for an operator The additional condition that there is an EMPTY square to the south does not effect the probability of an age nt being present on the square it inhabits after a move nort h (which will be the same square because there is a wall to the north). The predator agent already has the informat ion that the prey is in the same square and that there is a WALL to the north, so the square to the south will either b e the prey or be empty irrelevant of the empty square to the s outh. For an explanation of calculation of the G statisti c see Oates et. al. (1995) .
Rule Complements
When running MSDD on data collected from the predat or prey scenario, we observed that the "filter" proces s 
Generating States from learned rules
The state generator function of the SMART learning process generates all possible next states, with as sociated probabilities, for an action that the agent could t ake in a given state. These states are generated using the r ules learned by MSDD from the history of observations. T his state generation process is necessary for the agent to generate a state value map using reinforcement lear ning (section 3.3.5).
Our modified implementation of the MSDD algorithm generates a set of rules with only one fluent in th e effects part in order to reduce substantially the number of rules that must be evaluated. When we match these against some initial conditions, such as:
The subset of the generated rules matching these co nditions is shown in Table 1 . The generated rule set for a given situation can pr ovide several rules for each output fluent. To generate i ndividual states from these rules we have to decide which rul es are more relevant in the given situation. The following sections describe the process by which we choose ru les, and why the decision was made to process the rules in this way. The stages of the state generator are:
1. Remove general rules covered by specific.
2. Remove rules with less specific effects.
3. Generate possible states and probabilities.
4. Remove impossible states using constraints and normalise the state probabilities.
The output of the state generator is a table of sta tes and associated probabilities.
Remove General Rules Covered by Specific
The subset of the generated rules that apply to a s pecific state action pair may contain rules with different conditions applicable to the same effect fluent. If the environment has not been well explored by the agent , a general rule may be more reliable because a specifi c rule will not have been encountered as often in the hist ory of observations made by the agent. If, however, the ag ent has been allowed to explore the environment extensively , as was the case in our experiments, we can assume that a specific rule is likely to contain more relevant in formation than a general one. An expansion to the system woul d be to choose less specific rules depending on the stat istical confidence measure of each rule. This is a subject for further research.
General rules are removed by searching through the rest of the dependencies for other nodes with an effect for the same fluent. If another rule is found which is more specific the general rule is removed. Rules with equal speci ficity are not removed.
RemoveRulesCoveredBySpecific( rules)
sort rules in non-increasing order of generality for rule ∈ rules for testRule ∈ rules after rule if effectFluent of rule is same position as effectFluent of testRule if rule.wildcards > testRule.wildcards remove rule from rules Table 2 gives an example of rules that were removed to give the rule set in Table 1 . The rules were removed because a more specific rule was available for the same effect fluent. 
Remove Rules With Less Specific Effects
MSDD generates rules with equally specific conditio ns but less specific results. Rules which are more specifi c in the effects part are providing us with the information that the given effect cannot arise in this context. We can t herefore eliminate the less specific effects. The rules show n in italics in Table 1 If we do not remove rules with less specific effect in this way the state generator can produce states which co uld not occur in the real environment. Consider for example the rules in Table 3 . 
Generate Possible States
The possible states are generated by:
1. Creating a new state from each combination of effec t fluent values in the remaining rules.
2. Multiply the probability of each effect rule to generate the probability of each state.
The states generated from the rules in Table 1 are as follows: There were two rules for the "north" fluent with re sults EMPTY and AGENT, and two rules for the "west" fluent with results EMPTY and AGENT. The other rules had one result each resulting in a total of: 2 * 1 * 1* 2 * 1 = 4 possible states. The probabilities are found by multiplying together the probabilities of the rules which resulted in these fluents.
Remove Impossible States with Constraints
Some of the states generated could not occur in the domain area. For example in the predator prey scenario the operators may generate a percep with two agents, when there is only one agent in the world. We would ulti mately like our agent to generate its own constraints that tell it which world states are impossible. A rule such as IMPOSSIBLE (* * AGENT AGENT *) would allow elimination of the impossible world states generated. For the p urposes of this paper, we will be using a user-defined set of constraints. If we do not use these constraints the erroneous generated states can propagate to create world states where there are five prey agents, or walls surround the predator agent, and the model becomes meaningle ss as it is too far detached from the real world states. Currently our system simply removes impossible states by chec king that each generated state does not contain more tha n one agent, or walls opposite each other. This method br eaks the principle of an autonomous learning agent that learns a model of its environment without human intervention . A constraint generator will therefore be the subject of future research.
After elimination of illegal states the probabiliti es of remaining states are normalised by dividing the pro bability of each state by the total probability of all gener ated states to give the final states. The state in italics in Table 4 is removed by this process because it contains two age nts.
Removing Unused Rules
In the present system the state generator has to co ntinually search through the dependency list and remove gener al rules which are covered by specific ones. We could reduce both the size of the rule set, and the time taken t o generate states by removing general rules which are never us ed to generate states from the rule set as follows:
Starting from the most general rule, in order of in creasing specificity, we check to see if there is a set of m ore specific rules entirely covering the possible obser ved values of each wildcard fluent. If, for example, th e rule set below exists: d1: <MOVE NORTH, (* * * * AGENT), (* * * * AGENT) > d2: <MOVE NORTH, (* * * * AGENT), (* * * * EMPTY) >
The following more specific rule set would cover th e above rules and cause them to be unused: Notice that the more specific rule set covers WALL and EMPTY, but does not have an AGENT value. In our predator prey scenario it is not possible to have two agents in one percep. These rules therefore cover all fluent valu es with the remaining value finding no matches in the datab ase. This feature has not been implemented in the curren t system.
Generating Policies
We use standard reinforcement learning techniques t o generate a policy for the agent. The acquired model allows us to use value iteration, which is a simple and ef ficient method of generating a value map for the agent (Sut ton & Barto 1998). The update equation for value iteratio n is given by:
The value of state s on pass k +1 of the value iter ation is calculated by taking the maximum valued action. The value of the action is equal to the sum for s' of t he probability of action leading from state s to s' mu ltiplied by the reward plus the discounted value of state s' on pass k.. In order to generate a value map, we start with a state generated by a random initial position of the preda tor prey scenario and add this to the value map. A single en try in the value map is as follows: 
Empirical Results
Performance of the policy generated by SMART learni ng was assessed by tested against a standard Dyna-Q algorithm (Sutton and Barto 1998). Dyna-Q is a model based learning system, which uses a state map gener ated by recording the frequency with which each action i n each state leads to the next state.
Dyna-Q has previously been applied to the predator prey scenario presented in this paper (Varsy 2002) . We therefore repeat the test conditions used for this work using the SMART framework, for the purposes of comparison.
Test Conditions
An experimental run consisted of a sequence of tria ls or episodes that end after the prey has been captured.
In the first trial of each run, the predator and prey are given the start position as indicated by Figure 1 . The result of an experiment was the number of steps required for the predator to catch the prey averaged over 30 runs. E ach run was 2000 steps, giving 1000 moves for both the pred ator and prey agents.
In our test environment we allowed the agent to gat her a perceptual history ( H) from 10,000 iterations of the environment. Our extended MSDD algorithm was subsequently run on the observation history to gene rate stochastic STRIPS operators. The state generator an d reinforcement learning algorithm were then applied for 2,000 iterations to generate a value map.
Reward was set to 1.0 for a state where the prey agent is "under" the predator, and -0.1 otherwise. The discount factor ( γ) was 0.9. The environment was then run according to the test conditions. On each environment update the predator agent picked the highest utility action. This was achieve d using a similar process to the selection of highest utility action in the "refineValue" algorithm (section 3.4). Both predator and prey taking random moves resulted in the predator being on the same square as the prey e very 16.37 moves. This result is expected. There are 16 squares in the grid and the predator will randomly occupy t he same square roughly once every 16 moves. The extra fract ion is probably due to the start positions being at opposi te ends of the grid.
Using Dyna-Q the predator caught the prey in an average of 7.04 moves.
Dyna-Q was required to learn a policy during the run, and, as the predator and prey take alternate turns, half the moves are taken by the prey and alt hough random, are likely to result in the prey evading th e predator.
SMART learning resulted in the predator catching th e prey in an average of 9.72 moves. Initially this might a ppear to be a low score when compared to Dyna-Q, because the agent enters the world with a fully formed policy.
An ideal state action policy should result in the predator b eing able to move onto the prey's square every time it moves once it has caught it the initial time. This would result i n a prey life-span of approximately 2 moves. The SMART learn er, however, is a state-value method, and does not have access to the immediate effect of its action as it perceiv es just before it moves and not just after. The prey takes a move between these two perceptions, so the predator is o nly able to learn by an approximate method. Figure 3 shows order of perceptions from the perspe ctive of the predator. The predator initially has the per ception P1. The move east action takes the predator onto th e agent's square. The predator, however, does not obs erve the percep Px, because it is the prey's turn to move. When the predator observes again at P2 the prey has move d out of the capture square. Methods such as Dyna-Q suffer less from this problem, because reward is associated wit h the state, action pair (e.g. <P1, Move East>) and the p redator is therefore able to associate rewards with the act ions which produced them.
Despite this problem, SMART learning enabled the ag ent to form a good policy in the predator prey environm ent and the failure to form an optimum policy owes more to the experimental conditions than a problem with the learning technique itself.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a framework for stochastic model acquisition, which promises to be a powerful extens ion to the reinforcement learning paradigm. We have shown how to overcome some of the problems encountered when attempting to generate next states from automatical ly acquired STRIPS operators and demonstrated that act ion policies can be developed using a model represented by these operators.
The ability to learn a model of the environment thr ough experience automates an otherwise difficult or impo ssible process for an agent designer. Future experiments a im to demonstrate that the agent can keep important exper ience when its goals are changed and the designer is able to change the reward structure and learn a new policy without the need for expensive interaction with the environ ment.
The use of a rule learning method to acquire a mode l provides an accessible format for a human designer.
If the system is not performing as the designer wishes the rules can be investigated and anomalies spotted more easi ly than with a black box learning system such as a neural n etwork.
Subjects of further research will include:
• Testing the system in an environment more suited to model based learning, in which the results of actio n are immediately perceivable by the agent.
• Evaluation of rule learning methods in environments with greater independence between state variables, where stochastic STRIPS operators are likely to mor e efficiently compress the environment model.
• The addition of a parameterised value learning syst em to estimate state values, allowing compression of t he state value map (Tesauro 1994)
• Investigation of stochastic predicate logic rule learning methods to learn stochastic situation calc ulus rules (Muggleton 2000) . This would also require the use of a relational reinforcement learning method (Dzeroski et. al. 2000) to learn state values.
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